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“Why did no one notice it*?”

*the largest financial crisis since 1929

The Guardian, 26/7/2009,
https://tinyurl.com/yd2ob9w8

https://tinyurl.com/yd2ob9w8


https://tinyurl.com/y9v9cqtf

https://tinyurl.com/y9v9cqtf




Why study economists?

The Queen’s query implies that the public relies on the economics
profession to both diagnose economic problems and prescribe
policy solutions.

Economists occupy positions of institutional power in central
banks, Treasury departments, international organizations, etc.

But we often rely on economists themselves to report on the state
of knowledge and opinion in their field.



What kind of experts do we want?

Ideally, politically influential experts should:

1. Have a high level of professional consensus within the relevant
community of experts.

2. Form policy opinions independently of their own political
ideology.

3. Acknowledge professional debate in expressing their views.



Source: Cook et. al. (2016). ‘Consensus
on consensus: a synthesis of consensus
estimates on human-caused global
warming. Environmental Research Letters
11 (4): https://tinyurl.com/hbn8nkn

https://tinyurl.com/hbn8nkn


Overview

1. Introduce data, the economics agora online

2. A painless bit of sociological theory: the cultural structure of
belief spaces

3. Research findings (some old, some new)

4. Conclusions



The economics agora online

Open online surveys of economists introduced since the financial
crisis.

Open = respondents are named and individual responses are public.

Survey organizers’ goal is to inform the public, but the data require
aggregation and analysis.

Not-so-big data also have their challenges!







Limitations of these surveys

1. Small and non-random samples

2. Deliberately elitist samples (US survey)

3. High rate of ‘softball’ questions (US but not UK/European
survey)

4. Possible hidden agendas of survey designers



Hidden agenda?

“We’re doing this because we think economists have a distorted
role in policy debates...When experts fight about minor points they
get much more attention than when they broadly agree about
important ones. And when they disagree about big issues, the
reasons don’t often come through clearly.”

Justin Wolfers,
https://tinyurl.com/gs9eyep

https://tinyurl.com/gs9eyep


‘Softball’ bias

“Imposing new US tariffs on
steel and aluminum will improve
Americans’ welfare.”

IGM survey item, 12th March
2018.





“The immediate finding when examining the responses of this panel
of economists is the remarkably high degree of consensus...”

“Surprisingly, there are no detectable systematic differences in
views across departments, or across school of PhD. In addition,
there is no evidence to support a conservative versus liberal
divide among these panel members”

Gordon and Dahl (2013), “Views Among Economists: Professional
Consensus or Point-Counterpoint.”



“Perhaps surprisingly, Gordon and Dahl find widespread consensus
among the respondents...”

-Washington Post report on the Gordon and Dahl study.





Competing perspectives

Polarization: “macroeconomics has divided into two great
factions: ‘saltwater’ economists (mainly in coastal U.S.
universities), who have a more or less Keynesian vision of what
recessions are all about; and ‘freshwater’ economists (mainly at
inland schools), who consider that vision nonsense.”

-Paul Krugman, ‘How did economists get it so wrong?’ (New York
Times, September 2, 2009).



What do we mean by consensus, polarization, factions, etc.?

How do groups* of people structure their belief systems?

*e.g. voters, political elites, communities of experts...



The cultural sociology of belief systems

Mohr, J. W. (1998). Measuring Meaning Structures. Annual Review of
Sociology, 24(1), 345-370.

Martin, J. L. (2002). Power, Authority and the Constraint of Belief Systems.
American Journal of Sociology, 107(4), 861-904.

Goldberg, A. (2011). Mapping Shared Understandings Using Relational Class
Analysis: The Case of the Cultural Omnivore Reexamined. American Journal of
Sociology, 116(5), 1397-1436.

DiMaggio, P. et. al. (2017). Culture out of attitudes: Relationality, population
heterogeneity and attitudes toward science and religion in the U.S. Poetics, In
Press.

Boutyline, A., and Vaisey, S. (2017). Belief Network Analysis: A Relational
Approach to Understanding the Structure of Attitudes. American Journal of
Sociology, 122(5), 1371-1447.



Philip Converse (1964): most American voters do not adhere to a
coherent political ideology.

Their belief systems are disorganized or unconstrained.

Constraint = the extent to which knowing one one belief allows me
to predict other beliefs.

Converse (1964), “The nature of belief
systems in mass publics”



Unconstrained idea space



Constrained/aligned idea space



Alignment is not polarization.



Polarized idea space



Research on consensus and debate in economics needs a theory of
how belief systems are structured.

Previous research looked for polarization and failed to find it.

What if you look for alignment rather than polarization?





Examples of ideological beliefs

1. Raising minimum wage is desirable. (−)

2. 2009 automaker bailouts were beneficial.(−)

3. School vouchers improve educational quality. (+)

4. Public infrastructure spending has low returns. (+)

5. 2009 fiscal stimulus was beneficial. (−)

+ means agreement is ‘pro-market’, − means agreement is ‘pro-state’



Ideological alignment is compatible with high ‘consensus.’

Consensus is not the opposite of alignment.

Consensus depends on what you ask.





Is there more consensus of U.S.-based economists than
European-based economists?

Or did the Center for Macroeconomists ask harder questions?



“Do you agree that, in a period
of great uncertainty and after a
prolonged period of weak real
wage growth, monetary policy
makers can afford to wait for
greater certainty about real
wage developments and building
inflationary pressure before
raising interest rates?”



German surplus threat

increase German spending

end loose policy

ECB masks structural problems

CBI will decline

UK needs industrial policy

happiness measures robust

use happiness measures

low wage growth helps employment

euro should be compulsory

euro more benefits than costs

cryptocurrency threat
labor markets and inflation

preempt inflation
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The UK/European survey finds lower levels of agreement but not
necessarily ideology in the same sense as the US survey.

European economists beliefs are aligned along two dimensions.



What kind of experts do we want?

Ideally, politically influential experts should:

1. Have a high level of professional consensus within the relevant
community of experts. → harder to measure than it sounds

2. Form policy opinions independently of their own political
ideology. → not really

3. Acknowledge professional debate in expressing their views.



Subjective confidence



"US government should 

shrink big banks."
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By way of conclusion

“People in this country have had
enough with experts.”

–Michael Gove

Image: New Statesman,
https://tinyurl.com/y7mswyy8

https://tinyurl.com/y7mswyy8


By way of conclusion

If professional expertise has lost political legitimacy, then
professional over-reach is not the answer.

Claiming consensus where none exists is over-reach.

Transparency about professional debate is always better than
overstating consensus.

Professional legitimacy is a scarce resource: use it where it counts!



By way of conclusion

The economics agora online is a useful tool for studying the beliefs
of an important community of experts.

In addition to identifying ideological debates, we can identify
respondents whose beliefs are not ideologically patterned.

You need a theory of how groups form beliefs! So read sociology!



Questions? Comments?
tvangun@ed.ac.uk


